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TUESDAY, JUNE 9, 1931

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Graduate Writes
Degrees Are Conferred
Article on Early
On University Students
California Times
Before Large Audience
fliMiwIw Brannon Presents Diplomas to Two Hundred Fifty-Two
Qwdidites at Their Thirty-Fourth Annual Exercises;
Seven Receive Master’s Degrees
M. A. Brannon, chancellor of the University of Montana presented
2 5 2 degrees, seven of which were Master of Art degrees, to State
University candidates at the thirty-fourth annual Commencement of
the State University of Montana. Exercises were held a t the men’s
gymnasium Monday at 2 o’clock. The®following received degrees:
Departments
Biology: Mary Louise Davenport, R.
O. Eggert, Ellilyn M. Fowler, Harriet
McCann, Basilio Miguel M a r t i n ,
Thomas M. Moore, Thora Phalen, Don
ald Sanders, Emily Gertrude SchwelDr. Delss Announces Expedition Into
ger, Patricia Torrance, Mary Walker.
Cooper Lake Region for
Botany: Lyle J. Bucklin.
Purpose of Research
Chemistry: Albert P. Besancon,
Walter E. Donaldson, Cecil G. Dunn
Plans
for extensive geology map*
(also major in physics and mathe
matics), James J. Higgins, Noel M. ping and research work this summer
Melton, Edwin T. Mertz (also major in the Cooper lake mapping area,
in mathematics), Romund Moltzau north of Lincoln, have ju st been an
(also major in mathematics), Walter nounced by Dr. C. F. Deiss, associate
C. Pritchett, Robb V. Rice, Stanley professor of geology.
The expedition will be under the
Scearce, Jr.
direction of Dr. Deiss and P resided
Economics and sociology: Harvey
C. H. Clapp. They will be assisted by
Franklin Baty, Emmett Carey, John
A. H. McNair, a senior major in the
Raymond Clack, Waldo A. Ekegren,
Department of Geology. The group
Robert C. Elderkin, Georgia M. Fish will leave June 10, and return upon
er, Donald D. Foss, Ernest F. R. completion of the work, early next
James, Ruth E. Lacklen, Virgil F.
fall.
Lockridge, Richard Austin Rodrick,
The purpose of the trip is to pro
DeEtta D. Shoemaker, Cuthbert P. duce a detailed map, to the scale of
Smith, William H. Wallace, Winifred
two miles per inch, of th® entire Coo
Wheat, Oliver Wold.
per lake map area, which lies in the
Education: Severence Crlpps, Ur Lewis and Clark range of mountains,
ban Isaacs, Catherine Nutterville.
and is crossed near the center of the
English: Margaret W. Agather, Viv area by the continental divide. The
ian M. Allman, Mildred E. Broman, area to be mapped extends south from
Alice H. Burdick, Raymond G .. En- a point 40 miles north of Lincoln to
yart, Francis M. Faick, Mary E. Fierce, an inlaginery line two miles north
Geraldine Grey, lone Lake, Fay Mc of Lincoln. Along with the mapping
Collum, Robertson F. Nelson, Alicia considerable research work for fos
K. O’Donnell, Jean Paterson, Georgia sils will be conducted by Dr. Deiss for
Reckert, Meida I. Schwab, Zahlia E. use in the department next year.
All mapping work is under the aus
Snyder, Marjorie E. Stewart, Frances
L. Teason, Grace Thompson, Rhea V. pices of the Montana Bureau of Mines
Traver, Paul Treichler (also major and Geology. The active director of
this group is F. J. Thompson, who is
in mathematics), Avis Wheat.
Fine arts: Mary D. Kinniburgh, also president of the School of Mines
Alice M. Mapes, Theodora T. Reed at Butte.
(also major in physical education), The area selected for the work was
chosen because it represents a com
Harold W. Rhude.
French: John C. Alley, Margaret E. plete section of rock. The rocks here
Flicklnger, Pauline E. Grafton, Marian range from some of the oldest, geo
F. Hobbs, Ruth G. Kretzer, Annie Jean logically, in the state, to the more
recent, which were deposited in the
Stew art
Geology: Edward Foley,, Andrew last great ice age.

Geologists Will
Spend Vacations
On Mapping Trip

Myrtle Shaw Lord Is Now Writing for
Editorial Section of the
Sacramento Union

Myrtle Shaw Lord, who was gradu
ated from the School of Journalism
in 1925, is now connected with the
Sacramento Union at Sacramento,
California, where she is doing editor
ial writing. “Life on the Rio El Sacra
mento Alluring*' is the most recent
article written by Mrs. Lord.
This story gives a complete history
of Sacramento's waterfront from its
beginning in 1840 to the time of the
discovery of gold in 1860. Myrtle Shaw
left the University in 1925 and later
married Melvin Lord, also a graduate
of the Montana School of Journalism,
who is now the editor of the Sacra
mento Union. She has been doing
newspaper work on this paper and
has become very popular in the writ
ing of editorials, especially those
dealing with the early days of Cali
fornia.

Final Exams
Students should check their examin
ation hours with the detailed sched
ules on the bulletin boards for
conflicts. Conflicts should be reported
to the registrar’s office a t once.
Changes in schedule:
Tuesday—8:00-10:00, botany 141b,
comparative morphology; 3:20-5:20,
Latin F13c.
Thursday—8:00-10:00, business ad
ministration 116b, auditing.
F r i d a y —3:20-5:20, pharmacy 15,
pharmacognacy; 4:20-5:20, history
101, teaching of history.
The schedule is as follows:
Tuesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 10:00
o’clocks and geology 26, petrol
ogy; 10:10 to 12:10, biology 11c
and botany 11c; 1:10 to 3:10, chem
istry 11c and 13c, and geology 16;
3:20 to 5:20, all 2 o'clocks.
Wednesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 8:00
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, Greek litera
ture, statistics, 19th century litera
ture; 1:10 to 3:10, English 11a and
lib ; 3:20 to 5:20, all 3 o’clocks.
Thursday—8:00 to 10:00, all 9
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, P. and E. P.;
1:10 to 3:10, all German; 3:20 to 5:20,
all French.
Friday—8:00 to 10:00, all 11
o'clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, accounting
12b and cost accounting; 1:10 to 3:10,
all Spanish; 3:20 to 5:20, all 1
o'clocks.

Mrs. L. Arnoldson
Will Resume Her
Studies in France
French Professor H ill Sail a t the
End of Jnne to Spend Summer
In Research Work
Mrs. Louise Arnoldson sails from
Quebec at the end of June to con
tinue her research work abroad for
her doctor’s degree at the University
of Paris. This will be Mrs. Arnoldson’s sixth stay abroad. Two of her
visits were made before the war and
two were on her sabbatical leaves.
Mrs. Arnoldson plans to divide her
time between Paris, Tours and Lake
Geneva. She will stay at a French
hotel and spend most of the summer
working on her thesis.
While there she plans to look after
the publication of “A Collection of
Seventeenth Century Fairy Stories”
compiled by a friend. She also plans
to secure several Punch and Judy
dolls to complete her present collec
tion of puppets.
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SENIOR CLASS ENDS
SCHOLASTIC CAREER
AT FINAL EXERCISE

Commencement Week Program Ends With Conferring of Degrees and
President’s Reception for Alnmni; Graduation Exercises
Include Awarding of Prizes for Year
Marching to the strains of Meyerbeer’s Coronation march, mem
bers of the State University of Montana’s thirty-fourth graduating class
passed through the crowded men’s gymnasium yesterday afternoon,
beginning one of the last of Commencement week activities. Two

hundred, and fifty-two candidates for
degrees headed the procession, with
members of the faculty following. The
bright-colored robes of the latter
furnished a striking contrast to the
uniform white and black of the can
didates.
Following the invocation by (Jie
Oregon State Plays Here November Reverend David E. Jackson and a
19; No Other Conference Games
musical selection by Dean DeLoss
Scheduled for Missoula
Smith of the School of Music, Chan
cellor M. A. Brannon delivered the
Commencement address, "Intellectual
Montana’s 1932 football program Curiosity.”
was announced after the meeting of
Prizes Announced
the graduate managers of the Pacific
After the address came the an
Coast conference, Saturday.
nouncement of prizes. Rubin Lewon,
Heretofore the football schedule has ’32, Glasgow, a student in the Depart
been arranged in the winter meeting ment of Chemistry, was awarded the
SYLTEN PURCHASES NEWSPAPER
in the south but the managers de Straughn Scheuch scholarship, given
cided to arrange the program 18 by Professor and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch,
Harold Sylten, ’29, graduate of the
months in advance, during their sum in memory of their son, Straughn,
School of Journalism, recently pur- Outstanding High School Men Are mer session. This will make it easier
who died while attending the Univer
fo AtW etics an(J
for. schools to arrange intersectional sity. Marciano Raquel, ’33, San Man
Recipient Straughn Scheuch Award chased the Columbus News a t Columbus, Montana. Mr. Sylten published h is !
games.
uel, Pang, Philippine Islands, and Al
Is Selected by Committee
first issue of the paper June 4.
I
Scholastic Records
Montana's schedule for 1931 is: Sep bert Erickson, '31, Hamilton, were
The Columbus News is an eight-------------Of Three Men
tember 26, Mount Saint Charles at given the Aber Memorial prizes in
page weekly newspaper published
Clark scholarship awards were anMissoula; October 3, University of oratory. The Annie Lewis Joyce mem
every Thursday and contains news of nounced last Saturday by President
Washington
at Seattle; October 10, orial prize in English was won by
Rubin Lewon, Glasgow, has been Stillwater county .and the town of C. H. Clapp following a conference
Idaho at Moscow; October 17, open; Cornelia Klitike, '32, Havre, a student
awarded the Straughn Scheuch .schol-1 Columbus.
with Bernard Oakes, new University
October
24,
Washington
State college in the Department of English. The
arship according to word released
__________________
football-coach, who returned from Ne
a t Missoula; October 31, Montana Montana Trophy, awarded on the basis
from the president's office. Other apbraska Saturday.
State college a t Butte; November 7, of outstanding scholarship and ath
plicanU considered for the scholar- H i - J u i X M a n a g e r
Five men are chosen annually for
Oregon State college at Corvallis; No letic ability was won by Glenn Lockship were: Edward Alexander, White-1
^
their athletic ability and scholastic
vember 14, University of Southern wood, '32, Missoula, outstanding track
hall; Grant Kelleher, Butte, and Cale
record in high school. The scholar
California qt Los Angeles; November!man and basketball captain-elect
Crowley, Butte.
ships are given by W. A. Clark, Jr.,
21, open; November 26, Gonzaga
Walter Donaldson, ’31, Missoula,
This scholarship was founded in
and provide for room, board and tui
(place not decided).
| was awarded the 1904 class prize. He
tion for the freshman year of those
1920 by Professor and Mrs. F. C.
The 1932 conference football schcd-1 was graduated with honors from the
Scheuch in honor of their son,
chosen.
| Michael Kennedy Urges That All Who
Those receiving the awards were: ule is as follows: October 1, W ashing Department of Chemistry. The PresiStraughn Scheuch, who died while in!
Plan on Submitting Scripts See
j
ton
at Seattle; October 16, Idaho at dent C. A. Duniway prizes for scholHarold Duffy of Kalispell, who tied
attendance at the State University.
Him as Soon as Possible
Moscow; October 29, California a t arship were awarded as follows: Mary
The scholarship is awarded under the
for first in the pole vault at the Inter
I
_________
Berkeley; November 6, Washington Louise Davenport, '31, Butte, in the
following conditions: A man must be
scholastic Track Meet, and played in
“Students interested in the $25 prize
the football backfield; William Hile- State at Pullman; November 12, Ore-' Department of Biology; Mary Agnes
registered in the College of Arts and
offered for the accepted manuscript
gon
State a t Missoula; November 19, Young, ’32, Missoula, in the Depart
man of Whitefisb, an outstanding *athSciences with a full sophomore stand-.
.
—
I
ment of Botany; Edwin Mertz, ’31,
. .. ..
*
. .
.
- of next year s Hi-Jinx should report
lete in football, basketball and track; U. C. L. A. at Los Angeles.
mg at the time of appointment and j
Missoula, in the Department of Chem
their intentions some time this week,*
Charles Stroup of Billings, football
in line for graduation at the June
istry; Andrew H. McNair, '31, Mis
or write in either to Central Board
Commencement two years from the
and basketball star; Frank Vesel of
members or to me during the sum
soula, in the Department of Geology;
time of appointment; first consider
Roundup, an outstanding athlete; Wil
mer vacation,” Michael Kennedy, man
Elvera Hawkins, '31, Helena, in the
ation to men dependent in whole or
liam Williams of Libby, outstanding
ager of the show for next year, said ..
. .... . A
Department of Home Economics;
in considerable part on themselves for
i
discus and shot tosser and a football
Wallace Vennekolt, '31, Townsend, in
star
support; choice is based upon char late yesterday.
Hamilton McNair, Jr., F. Irving Stilthe Department of Mathematics; Wil
Interest this year regarding the
.*
.
.
.
.
acter, scholarship, loyalty, leadership,
.
...
.
I Alternates who were chosen in case Local Professor Hay Teach in School
lings.
liam Boone, ’32, Deer Lodge, in the
writing of a manuscript has not been
physical soundness and strength and
any of the other five failed to accept
History: Elva Mae Bingham, Thel
In Southern California
Department of Military Science;
as strong as in the past, although the
a
definite
worthy
purpose
in
life.
were: Donald Hamilton of White Sul
ma Brown, Lucy Charlesworth, Edris
Emmapearl McCormick, ’31. Missoula,
prize is larger than usual. No manu
L. Cure, Nora Lowry Fleming, Jean
The selection is made by a commit scripts have been Submitted as yet, phur Springs, individual high point
in the Department of Physical Educa
Dr.
J.
P.
Rowe,
professor
of
geology,
M. Graham, Ruth H aslitt Gertrude S.
tee consisting of the president of the and only a few students have ex- winner at the last Interscholastic
tion; Cecil Dunn, ’31, Roy, in the
John Patterson, ’20, has been elected
Jaqueth, Thelma C. Madden, Nancy F.
State University, the dean of men pressed intentions of writing a script [Track Meet and outstanding basket accompanied by his family will leave Department of Physics, and Mamie
aa president of the Alumni association,
ball player in the southern district Missoula for Los Angeles some time
Marron, Annie D. Mayo, Dorothy M.
and a third member, a citizen of Mis later in the year.
Nicolet, ’32, Missoula, in the Depart
according to Jessie Cambron, editor
before
the
first
of
July
on
a
combina
last year, and Charles Bolin of HarSchultz, Dorothy Lee Stark, Doris E.
soula, who is chosen by the two exment of Psychology.
Most of the students who inquired
of the Alumnus.
Wearns.
officio members of the committee. The about the prize plan on writing this lowton, all around athlete, who placed tion business and pleasure trip. They
William Wallace Hannah, ’32, Big
Other officers elected at the election
at the Interschol- plan on traveling by car.
Home economics: Caroline E. Grif
committee of selection is given full summer, Kennedy said. A few intend in the discus throw
Timber, is the winner of the Bennett
.
were: Payne Templeton, ’16, vice.
r , ■y: •
....
astic Track Meet
Arrangements to secure Professor
fith, Elvera Hawkins, Ruth M. Jackdiscretion in weighing the listed con to revise
Essay prize. The Dr. T. T. Rider Art
old writings, submitting
president; Roger Fleming, ’26, tor
Rowe’s services again this year as an prize was won by Louise Bushelle,
son, Esther M. Judge, Dorothy V.
ditions and other elements.
them within a short time. In order for
three-year delegate; Fan Hathaway
Three members of this year’s instructor in the Department of Geol
Rawn.
Lewistown. Dorothy Tupper, ’32, Mis
the manuscript to be accepted it must
Lucy, ’08; Merle Kettlewell Ruenau. . . . .
.. , . .
, . . , graduating class plan to attend th< ogy of the University of .Southern
Latin: William Curley, Olive Fitz
soula, was awarded the Schwalm
r rohb of Podv be in before the beginning of school I
.
. ..
.
..
,i
.
ver, ’15, and Burtt R. Smith, ’27, for
Mr. and Mrs n jx
. v>odd oi
|
summer session at the University of California during summer session, are
gerald, Gloria Grafton, Marguerite J.
Wyoming, were dinner guests at the IIiex^ *aR» 80 work on the production Mexico. They will study under Mat as yet tentative. Regardless of the Memorial prize in Fine Arts. Muriel
Helnsch, Sarah M. McMurdo, Rosa one-year delegates.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house on Sun- can begin immediately after fresh- Perce, a graduate of the class of 1921 teaching arrangements, however, Dr. Stoner, ’31, Manhattan, was given the
Jeannette Rotering (also major in
Lehn and Fink Pharqiacy medal and
r. Patterson of Conrad was a day. Mr. and Mrs. Cobb came to Mis-1man we®kfrom tills University. Mr. Perce in- Rowe will make the trip to Calimathematics), Francis C. Ruckman,
guest at the Sigma Nu house for din soula to attend the graduation of their I Noxt year’s sflow will be virtually structed herd during one summer fornia. He may also consider offers the Kappa Psi scholarship prize in
Louise Tendeland.
pharmacy was won by Loren Thomas,
son, Lewis.
the same as last year, an all-Univerner Sunday.
session.
to teach in other California schools. '31, Sheridan.
Law: Henry Bailey, Anton K. Moe,
--------------------------------------------------- sity musical comedy, instead of the
Otis D. Shead.
Stewart Cup
Library economy: Willetta H. Brlen.
Monte Robertson, Malta, speedy
M a r y Joyce Donaldson, Mildred
member of this year’s frosh track
Hacker Johnson, Bertha Noe, Evelyn
squad, was awarded the J. W. Stewart
L. Swant.
cup, given annually to the most out
J the show, “A Million for a Man,” and
Mathematics: Willard Akins, Cecil
standing
freshman athlete.
Miriam Barnhill managed i t
G. Dunn (also majors in physics and
Following the announcement of
“It is absolutely necessary that
chemistry), Myles F. Flood, Mack
prizes, Charles H. Clapp, president of
students interested in the manuscript
Johnson, Jr., John D. Keyes, Bessie M
the State University of Montana, pre
'
.
Iand prize make their intentions known
Kittlnger, Elsie K. Magnuson, Segundo
sented
the candidates, after which
Bobbing lines of colored Japanese lanterns marched around the t0 me (luring examination week, or
During the past year an unusually large number of distinguished
Mario, Edwin T. Mertz (also major
Chancellor Brannon conferred the de
7
th,s snramer” Ke"- exhibits have been displayed in the Department of Fine Arts. Out grees. Then, with the singing ot Amer
in chemistry), Romund Moltzau (also Oval, formed an M and stopped to sing on the Main hall steps when “
major in chemistry), Rosa Jeanette about three hundred fifty members of A. W. S. celebrated the installa-1
standing among the fall quarter displays w ere: a collection of Orien ica, the benediction by the Reverend
*
8 ’____________
Rotering (also major in Latin), B. F. tion of new officers at 9 o’clock Saturday night in the annual lantern
tal books; a display from the “Artist Shop” of Brown county, Father A. J. Krebsbach and the re
Thrailkili, Jr., Paul F. Treichler (also parade. The program began a t SD----------->---------------------------------------E d i t o r G i v e s N e W
Indiana; the R. V. McBain collection;»
■■
....—------------- cessional, played by the University
major in English), William A. White o’clock with a band concert by mem- 'e<* t*19 parade down the steps of Main
_
90 pictures by such artists as Mack-1 Riedell has prepared a series of ar- symphony orchestra, the graduates
Music: Marion M. Cline, Margaret bers of the University band under the hall and across the Oval where they
right, Paxson, Graham and Vander- tides for the Missouiian on the im- marched out of the gymnasium, and
A. Price.
-------------direction of Captain Fred Rogers. This formed the letter M. About three hunpool; a water-color exhibit by C. B.
_ . . ...
, , _
,
J
provement of Missoula homes and the thirty-fourth Commencement was
Physical Education: Betty Daniels was the last appearance of the band dred women followed all carrying
A new job press which will help Bartholomew of Fergus county
high
over.
Emmapearl McCormick, Lois J. Mc for the year.
lighted Japanese lanterns. Romona complete the journalism laboratory school; 100 pictures loaned from Mis- gardcns- A 8pecfal exbibit ot buIle'
Immediately after the exercises, the
Mahon, Emile Perey, Theodora T.
I
Noll
sang
"Montana”
when
the
wowas
recently
donated
to
the
School
of
soula
homes;
a
collection
of
Alaskan
^
ns*
booklets
and
posters
on
architecPresident’s reception was held on the
At 9 o'clock the Associated Women
Reed (also major in Fine Arts), Rich
Students changed old officers for new. men collected at the steps of Main | Journalism by O. S. Warden, editor basketry brought here by Carlos Van ture and better gardening were shown University campus.
ard Robinson, Harold T. Rule, Flor
Wold, and a student exhibit comprised in connection with the “Clean-up”
The new officers are: Ella Polllnger, hall. Following this the group sang of the Great Falls Tribune.
ence V. Simpson.
This press will be very helpful to of more than 300 separate studies.
week program. Professor C. H. Rie- UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS
president; Julia Patten, vice-presi “College Chums.”
Physics: Robert M. Besancon, Ce
The lantern parade was started by the school and will make possible the
Twenty-one rugs made by American dell, Helen Gleason, professor of home
dent; Mary Breen, treasurer, and
W IL L BE IMPROVED
cil O. Dunn (also majors in chemistry
Dean
Harriet
Sedman
as
an
initiaprinting
of
Btnall
circulars,
tickets
Indians and loaned to the Department economics, and Anne Platt, associate
Frances Ullman, secretary. Retiring
and mathematics).
officers are Marjorie Stewart, presi tion for new officers of the Associated and posters, whereas in previous of Fine Arts through the courtesy of professor of home economics, repre
Several buildings on the campus
Psychology: Patricia Alsop, Doro
dent; Anna Wynn, vice-president; Women Students. The ceremony was years this work had to be done in a Carl Blair, Mrs. Lynn Ambrose, Mrs. | sented the faculty on the committee will be improved in the near future.
thy W. Briggs, Matilda Spencer.
Ella Polllnger, secretary, and Marlon In the beginning viewed only by the downtown shop. Several donations of DeForest Merriam, Mrs. Louise Arn in charge of this work.
Plans have been mode to paint the
Spanish: Dorothy M. Chesley, Nor
j women students. Later it was given | equipment have been given by Mr. oldson, Mrs. R. L. Neal and Mrs. Ja At the close of
Judge, treasurer.
ack Meet week, j woodwork of the forestry building and
ma J. Flick, Elisabeth Frye, George
publicly and proved so popular th a t] Warden and have been a great help cob, were displayed as a part of the prizes were awa <1 to students to redecorate the halls. Last week
Seniors Lead
Jr
E. Haney, Isabelle Healy, Anna M.
made part of Commencement Ijn completing the. construction of the winter quarter schedule.
Ishowing the most c sistent improve- work began on the reroofing of Main
Senior women in caps and gowns week exercises.
(C ontinued o n Png* F o u r)
Kaimin laboratory
During this quarter, Professor C. H. ment in a rt work.
hall.

Rubin Lewon
Is Winner of
Scholarship

Group Announces
F o o tb a ll Plans
For 1932 Season

Five Men Are
Recipients of
Scholarships

Asks Students
For Manuscripts

Dr. I. P. Rowe Will
Go to Los Angeles

John Patterson
Is Alumni Head

A .W .S . Lantern Parade Culminates
With Installation of New Officer*|“

STwS Department of Fine Arts Has Many
V “Z .ST E L S™ Distinguished Exhibits During Year

Three Hundred Fifty Members Appear in Annual Event; Program
Begun With Concert by State University Band

Series of Articles on Home Improvement and Garden Construction
Are Prepared for the Missouiian by RiedeD

eM.]y

j

iTeSS to OCflOol

the
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aunt pf Elsie Magnuson, Helena; Mr. were In Missoula to attend the grad
and Mrs. I. V. Williams, Lewistown, uation of their daughter. Carol Grif
and Mr. and Mrs. H arry Searce, Cor fith, and Jean Graham.
vallis.
Alpha Chi Omega held formal ini
tiation for Margaret Fllckinger of
Delta Gamma Party
Philipsburg Friday night at the chap
Delta Gamma entertained at a rush ter house.
ing party Friday evening. A buffet Alice Stoverud is entertaining Inez
supper was served at the chapter Hannes of Hamilton at her home, 518
house. Following the supper the Blaine street, for several days.
guests were taken to May Fete. The
guests were Melva Garrison, Mary
Haines, Ruth Polleys, Catherine Borg,
Alberta and Virginia Wilcox, Mar
garet Kidd, Bernice Kidd, Regetta
Perry, Grace Tubbs and Alice Craw
ford.

The Montana Kaimin
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University of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter a t Missoula, Montana, under act of
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Subscription price, $2.50 per .year.
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Gerald A lq u ist_____________ -—.........................— News Editor
Margaret Brayson
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John C u r t is ________ _________________ L J S Associate Editor
Patricia R e g a n ___________ — ~—....------ ~— .... Associate Editor
Irene V adnais__ __________ _ —... ....----- —— .... Associate Editor
Eddie Astle, Freda M cCaig----------------------------------- Columnists
Idella Kennedy, Leah Stewart ——-------------------------------Society
Fred Steiner — ------------------------------------------------------ Sports
RICHARD F. WEST _______ -__________ BUSINESS MANAGER
____________-___________Circulation Manager
Ray H ig g in s

Next Year
m YEARLY nine months have passed since the undergraduate body
P d traced its collective footsteps back to University hall and registration. Nine months, which viewed in one light, passed
slowly, sometimes going almost upon leaden wings. Days full of hard
work, of cramming and headaches— those were the times when we
became discouraged and probably didn’t care much whether school
kept or not.
And looking at it from another angle, the days have sped by
unnoticed until Commencement has come and gone again and one
more class has left its college days behind. And now from the
average collegian there arises a general lament, a surprised wail.
Where, oh where, he demands, have the days gone? All the good
intentions of things which were to be done, of deeds to be accom
plish ed -lo o k in g backward, he finds them lost and buried under a
blurred haze of campus activities— of football and basketball games,
danres, shows and bull-sessions.
r
It is too late, says our friend Mr. Collegian, to do anything this
year. But next year— that is a different matter. I’ll be back in the
fall, after a swell summer, and then I’ll really do things! And he
comes back, deep down in his heart, meaning business— only to start
the same old story over again. He doesn’t know it, perhaps, but
this endless habit of putting things off and his constant shortage of
time are the things which make college what it is— what many have
termed the four best years of one’s life.— J. C.

Summer Session

B

OURSES of six and nine weeks duration comprise the educa
tional program offered by the State University during the
summer, beginning June 13. These include biology, botany,
business administration, education, economics and sociology, English,
fine arts, foreign languages, history and political science, home eco
nomics, journalism, mathematics, physical education and psychology.
Unusual opportunity for students to gam er extra credits for their
college requirements and for teachers to gain a larger knowledge of
their special line of endeavor is pretented by the administration.
One of the highlights in these departments is the Holbrook Writers
colony and creative writing conference.
All of the summer session is not taken up with study and research.
Recreation plays an important role in the program. Weekend excur
sions during the entire summer include a trip up Mount Sentinel,
Seeley lake, National bison reserve, Blackfoot canyon, Glacier National
park, Lake Como, Lolo Hot Springs, Lake Ronan and Flathead lake.
Rocky mountain recreation and summer study is a fitting slogan
for the summer course. Building up physical and mental equipment
during the summer vacation is a worthy objective for vacation plans.
Keep the State University in mind when prospects for the coming
summer present themselves.— G. C. A.

Extra-Curricular Program

B

F ESPECIAL interest to summer school students is the extra-cur
ricular program which has been planned by the faculty of the
State University of Montana. Included in it are the weekend ex
cursions which take the time of most of the summer session students
on Saturdays and some Sundays. There is a regular convocation hour
which is held at 11 o’clock on Tuesday mornings. Competent lecturers
or interesting musical programs are held. Special lectures and recitals
are heard during the week.
Students present plays at the Little Theater, dances are held, and
the students and faculty of the School of Music and visiting musicians
offer recitals and concerts.
The State University swimming pool and tennis courts are avail
able to summer students without charge. A half mile south of the
campus is the Garden City golf course which charges but $5 for the
entire summer session.
Surrounding Missoula are the Clark Fork and Bitter Root rivers,
Pattee and Rattlesnake creeks and many smaller creeks besides num
erous mountain trails, all of which give an opportunity for impromptu
hikes, rides and walks. Besides these. Glacier and Yellowstone national
parks are not far distant. With the summer study and the extra
curricular program summer session students will find that their sum
mer vaactions have not been spent without gain.— G. G. A.
Pennies for wings,
turned around.

It’s nil over but the weeping, chil
dren, and even a lot of that has been
Kappa Delta Breakfast
done. The Hogans and the business
Senior members of the Kappa Delta
office have had their last official
chapter were honored at the annual
chance to prey upon about two hun
senior breakfast given for them at the
dred people, and the Hogans, at least,
house Sunday morning at 9:15 o’clock.
feel somewhat badly abont i t
Table decorations were Iris and
peony blooms. A program of music
In fact, each of tile Hogans with and brief talks included a piano duet
whom we could get in touch, gave played by Dora Jacobson and Virginia
Uncle a little interview and farewell Plquett, and a solo by Mary Storey.
statem ent
Roberta Carkeek, president of the
chapter, was toastmistress and called
Since Little Oscar's demise this upon Geraldine Everly and Mildred
spring, Uncle hasn’t been able to get Leonard, who responded with brief
in touch with the Hogans intimately, messages.
because they were so busy, but yes
The breakfast was given In compli
terday they came home with Uncle’s ment to Florence Simpson, Dorothy
roommate, so Uncle detained them Gerer, Grace Hove, Geraldine Everly
long enough to get them to express and Emily Schweiger. Alumnae who
a little of their grief at bidding the were present included Mrs. Lucille
seniors farewell.
Kennedy, Mrs. Alice Barnett, Mrs.
Valentine Gallagher, Mrs. Helolse
“After having been In touch,” said Wickes, Mrs. Ruby Ramilton, Mildred
Pete sadly, “with some of these stu Leonard, Dorothy Elliot, Gladys Alldents for four, five, six and seven red, Rebecca Grierson and Thelma
years, it arouses within me a feeling Jacobson. Beth Schweiger of Helena
of deep sadness to tell them goodbye, was a guest.
although I know that other members
of our family can take care of them.
Forkenbrock-Blalr
Some of these have been regular pals
The marriage of Miss Beatrice Forof mine, so constantly that a great
kenbrock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
attachment has grown between us. It
John Forkenbrock, formerly of Mis
is with tears In my eyes and a lump
soula, to Carl Blair on December 20
of sadness in my throat that I wish
has been announced. The ceremony
them all the happiness they can find,
was performed in Phoenix, Arizona,
as well as for the repeal of the
where Mrs. Blair's parents were visit
eighteenth amendment.”
ing during the Christmas holidays.
She continued with a teaching posi
John spoke more briefly, but there
tion throughout the winter and spring.
were tears in his voice:
Mr. and Mrs. Blair have taken up
residence at the G. W. Prather home
“I hope they’ll remember me,” he
on Hill street.
said, his voice breaking as he noticed
that his glass was empty. “These
K. A. T. breakfast
years of association have built up a
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained at
deep love between us, although, until
this time, no one knew it existed. I breakfast Sunday morning in honor
sincerely hope that each will find of the graduating seniors, Mary Louise
Davenport, Marion Hobbs, Winifred
happiness and a better bootlegger.”
Wheat, Nora Lowry Fleming, Lois Mc
Mahon
and Esther and Marian Judge.
George K. Hangover wept copiously
Covers were laid for 24 guests in
as he gave out his statement to
the chapter house for the breakfast,
Uncle:
an annual affair, which was at 10
o’clock.
The tables were lighted with
"I'm an old fool. Why must I cry
like this, at my age? I’ve been bidding yellow tapers and yellow and purple
seniors goodbye for many years, and
it is always thus. The attachment I
have for them extends farther than
just riding around on their backs
some mornings, or letting them pull
my carriage around. It is a love,—Oh!
I can’t talk, I’m such an old weeping
fool,” and George K. broke down com
pletely, sobbing, shedding enormous
tears into Uncle's gin and heaving his
shoulders so convulsively that It
shook the house and we all ran out
side.
Uncle can’t express himself as well
as the Hogans did, children, but he
does want you to know that he’s sorry
to see the seniors leave, and wishes
them a flock of happiness and success
in love.
He hopes, too, that sometimes they'll
think of him when they feel them
selves slipping into engagements and
marriages and speakeasies.

Whatever you do, children,, never
hang your pin in the summer. You
don’t get the proper publicity.
Ode to Cnnopener

People are like fractions: proper, improper, mixed and common. Even in a bachelor’s place

Hazel Landeen, graduate assistant
in the School of Pharmacy and candi
date for an M. A. degree at the end
of the summer session, plans to leave
for Eagle Bend, Minn, about June 15.
She will spend two weeks visiting
there before going to St. Paul where
she will do dispensary work at the
Midway hospital. After completing her
work there, Miss Landeen will do
pharmaceutical work at the Mound
Park sanitarium.

PARDEE WILL LEAVE

iris w i t h other spring flowers
used as decorations. Gifts were pre
sented to the seniors by the chapter.

Corbin Hall
Teddle McMahon of Butte was a
guest of her sister, Lois, this past
weekend.
Mrs. McMUrdo has been visiting her
daughter, Sally, this weekend.
Mrs. J. F. Flick, mother of Norma
Flick, of Anaconda has been visiting
at Corbin hall this past weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Burdick and Beyle
Burdick were weekend guests of Alice
Burdick.
Adelyn Sands was a guest of
Marion Sands.
Mrs. George Charlesworth of Med
icine lake, Montana, was a weekend
g uest
Mrs. W alter Vertrues of Cleveland,
Ohio, visited Corbin hall this weekend.
Mrs. G. Reckert of Breckenrldge,
Minnesota, is visiting her daughter,
Georgia Reckert.
Mr. and Mrs. McMahon of Butte are
visiting their daughter, Lois McMahon.
Fern Fllghtner of Darby spent the
weekend at home.

Alpha Chi Omega Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Grafton of Bil
lings are visiting (heir daughter,
Pauline, at the Alpha Chi Omega
house this week. Ruth Lacklen Is also
entertaining her mother, Mrs. Jeff
Lacklen of Billings. Others who will
be guests at the chapter house during
Commencement week are Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Fisher of Augusta and Miss
Lillian Van Wort, who are visiting
Georgia Fisher, and Dr. and Mrs. L.
H. Stevens of Billings, who are guests
of their daughter, Constance.

Sigma Kappa Tea
Sigma Kappa entertained
the
parents of its graduating seniors Sun
day afternoon at a tea at the chapter
house. Spring flowers were placed
throughout the house. The guests
were Mrs. AlSop, mother of Patsy
Alsop, of Butte; Mrs. B. Johnson,

Mrs. Bernard F. Oakes and Bernard,
Jr., wife and son of Coach Oakes,
arrived in Mtssdula Friday from Lin
coln, Nebraska. They will reside at
335 McLeod avenue during the sum
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Griffith, Mrs.
Donald Graham and daughter. Anne

Extends
Congratulations
to the
Graduating
Seniors
And thanks them for their

To the Departing
Students:
We wish a very happy
vacation and a speedy
return.

patronage during the three
years since the opening of
the store.
May the Class of '31 find
the road to success smooth.
To the students who hope

Barbara’s
Beauty Parlor
Third Floor
First National Bank Bldg.

to return next fall we wish
a pleasant summer and sev
eral more years in which to
serve you.
We have

enjoyed your

company and take this occa
sion to express our appre

Great Falls?
Former schoolmates, and Mon

ciation of your patronage.
When you return to Missoula
come in and say

tana U. Alumni, are you going
through Great Falls this sum

“ HELLO”

m er? If you do, stop in at

BILL LOFSTROM’S

Conoco Service Station
2nd Ave. N. and 6th St., on
the arterial route through
GREAT FALLS

The

Public Drug Store
Wishes to Thank

You

for Your Patronage
During the Past Year and Looks

To Our Many Student Friends . . .
We wish a pleasant summer and hope to renew
our friendships in the fall.

YO UNG REN
SHOE SHOP
BAY P. WOODS
Basement of the Higgins Block

Forward to Your Return
Next Fall

Uncle wants to see all the under
classmen and underclasswomen back
next fall, because he’ll still be on duty
as Uncle Hud, and he’ll bliss you when
you’re gone.

Blessings on thee, hunk of steel,
Essential part of every meal.
With thy gadgets nicely placed
To slaughter fingers moved in haste;
Bride’s first meals would all be flops
runs an ad. Our case seems to be slightly Without your help removing tops;
To marriage, you're the one solution,
Keeping It an institution.

Landeen Leaves
On St. Paul Visit

D. D. D. Picnic
Delta Delta Delta entertained at a
picnic Sunday in honor of its grad
uating seniors. The picnic was held
at the Tamaracks, Seeley lake. The
party left Missoula at 6 o'clock in the
morning and returned home that
night. Swimming and horseback riding
were Indulged in.

It’s nice to see your homely face
And know you’ll be quite handy here
In case we get a case of beer.
Your corkscrew, too, is mighty nice
Uncorking gin or chipping ice.
Your work is piled for you in stacks,
Prom splitting wood to driving tacks.

Mary Pardee, secretary to Dean A.
L. Stone of the School of Journalism,
will leave shortly after the quarter
ends for the Coast, where she will
spend 10 days in Washington and You open up the morning milk
Oregon.
And do the job as fine as silk,
You keep the cream from flying high
Quests at the Sigma Kappa house And keep the walls and celling dry.
for dinner Saturday night were Mrs. You hang our pictures, spank the kids,
Robert McKenzie, Ossla Taylor and Remove the most reluctant lids;
Eleanor McDonald.
It wouldn't be a home at all
Without you hanging on the wall.
Mrs. Kerry of Glendive was In Mis
soula for the graduation exercises.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.

Goodbye, Seniors
Au Revoir, Students
And

We have appreciated
your patronage and
hope to be of service
to you n ext year

McCRACKEN
STORES

Mason ft Hamlin
Knabe
(’bickering
Cable
Kurtxmann
Pianos

CONGRATULATIONS
To the Seniors
We offer our most sincere congratulations
for the successful completion of your under
graduate work. We wish you success in all
your plans.
Do not forget that your home is not com
pletely furnished unless you have a piano.
Come in and see them.

Tuesday, June

9;
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sciences and social science is un criticizing, and applying it for the

"thob” is derived from the first two and 7,000,000 hungry unemployed.
Chancellor Brannon Gives Address
believably great; moreover, the loss actual, not the theoretical benefit of
letters of “think” and the first let
Montana Examples
The exercise of intellectual curi of morale in society as a result of all members of society.
of "opinion” and "believe”. No
A t Thirty-fourth Commencement ters
Intellectual curiosity is required in osity which I have identified with this separation is more sinister than
Increased Curiosity
thobbing and little is required in creative thinking finds many inter the great losses Incident to the world
esting illustrations within the Uni war or even the losses of intellectual
rationalizing thinking.
Mr. Robinson affirms that "All man versity of Montana. Two may be men leadership.
We hear much today about time
kind, high and low, thinks in ail the tioned. The late Dr. John H. Durston,
ways which have been described. The the dean of Montana journalists, curing economic, Industrial and social
observed
the
disturbing
and
disinte
ills.
This is pure fantasy. These ills
reverie goes on all the time not only
Chancellor Melvin A Brannon of the University of Montana gave in,the mind of the mill hand and the grating effects of competition and cannot and will not cure themselves.
thirty-fourth annual Commencement address to graduating seniors Broadway flapper, but equally in rivalry among separated institutions They will be cured only when the
the State University yesterday in the men’s gymnasium. The topic weighty judges and godly bishops. It of higher education in this state. He intellectual curiosity of business and
his address was “ Intellectual Curiosity,” The address follows: has gone on in all the philosophers, reflected long and earnestly with in educational leadership is applied to
scientists, poets, and theologians that tellectual curiosity on the Important the information we already possess.
The culmination of the commence-♦
ment season is the distinguished and [which lies back of their achievement have ever lived. Aristotle's most and complex problems involved in the And new economical and political
impressive ceremony of conferring and makes their attainment possible. abstruse speculations were doubtless competitive, duplicating units of knowledge must be acquired, classi
university degrees and announcing I suggest that the cause of all educa' tempered by highly irrelevant reflec- higher education. The exercise of his fied, criticized, and applied. We must
honors In the presence of assembled tional achievement is Intellectual I, j0ns. He is reported to have had very intellectual curiosity was rewarded frankly admit that the indictment
friends and associates. It is customary curiosity. Curiosity is an ambiguous thin legs and small eyes, tor which when he visualized a coordinated and against .educational leadership rela
on such an occasion to make ap term. Sometimes it is employed to he doubtless had to find excuses, and consolidated university, comprising tive to “book-say” and "hear-say”
praisals of educational institutions describe idle and frivolous Interest in he was wont to indulge in very con- tour co-operating units. His creative education is correct We have allowed
and their graduates and their re- another person’s business Another spicuous dress and rings and was thought was adopted by the state in ourselves to follow too closely tra 
ditional methods, to employ a kind
sponsibilities to society which pro and better meaning is used by schol accustomed to arrange his hair care- 1913.
Another and very intimate illustra of cash register recording of grades
vides and supports the institutions. arly students. It is defined as a fully."
terestive Thinking
tion of l,ie exercise of intellectual and credits. The recipient of a cer
In conformity with this academic "liberal and intellectual eagerness
curiosity is found in the Frontier, the tain number of credits and marks, 180
practice we may define clearly uni about the things of the mind”. It is
The fourth and last kind of think- uteranr magazlne ot creaUve thinking, quarter hours, has been graduated
versities in general and our own alma a desire to know the truth about the
mg' creative thinking, is the highest | Prote8Sor a a Merriam rec0gnlzed from college and university as an edu
great
things
in
the
world
and
in
the
mater in particular.
universe. It is -a stimulus which ex expression of intellectual curiosity. the rare worth of pioneer life, pioneer cated person. We have imagined that
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, presi
presses itself in eager inquiry and It actually “begets knowledge, and j d r e a m l n g a n d p f o n e e r a c h l e v e m e n t 8 . the economic and social teachings of
dent of Columbia university, has the
research in the sciences, literature, knowledge is really creative inasmuch | He U3ed ,nteUectuai curiosity and Aristotle might prove adequate to
happy faculty of enriching and vital
history, philosophy and all high in as it makes things look different from lnltlated plana leadlng t0 the develop. meet the increasingly complex human
izing his annual report by introducing
tellectual attainments. I have used what they seemed before and may in- ment of a maga2lne for creative th,nk. problems on an unsubdued social
here and there salient remarks on
U adlng uterary critlc8
Amer. frontier. We have been enslaved by
the adjective “Intellectual” in order deed work for their reconstruction." !
education and philosophy. In his
to accent the idea that curiosity which Curiosity is one of the most common ica rank it among the best magazines the dollar measure in all human rela
report relative to the 175th anniver
is intellectual Indicates the power to urges of humanity. If I hold before of the country. It does much to place tions. We have had implicit faith in
sary of the founding of Columbia
the foremo8t rank mass production, both in education
know, as distinguished from the you a box of peculiar design aifd | yom. aIma mater
university he has an appraisal of the
power to feel and to will. In other artistic appearance and inform you of ,nstitutions in the entire Pacific and industry; we have not educated
modern university which should be
words it is the intellectual power that it contains some precious jewel
our bodies in skills and our minds
exposed to society in general and to
Unprecedented Condition
exercised by the mind, and we may or some work of rare design, you inhave not engaged in curiosity. We
Montana in particular. He states that
The subject pre8ented for your Con- have not recognized, I think in any
consider mind chiefly as conscious ovitably respond to the urge of curlthe modern university represents a
knowledge and intelligence, as what osity. You desire to see what mystery 3ideratlon today was chosen because adequate sense, that the moral equiva
typical community and a typical social
an lent for war is to be found in the use
we know and our attitude toward ft, may be contained within. You respond o( the fact that the worId l8
and political organization. The uni
—our disposition to increase our in to the same urge when you go to the unprecedented condition with unprece- of open minds occupied in creative
versity privately endowed or publicly
radio
and
turn
the
dial
from
station
j
dented
kn0Wledge.
The
entire
world
formation, classify it, criticise it, and
thinking relative to the correct dis
supported may be regarded as a use
to station with the Intention of satis-1 require8 u„ precedented attitudes ac- tribution of capital, the wise use of
ful and illuminating experiment in apply it.”
tying your dqsire to know what music, L ording t0 Mr RobInson.s estimate of leisure, the wide sweeping extension
Development
Is
Primary
the adaption of the federal organiza
In the appraisal of your educational what message is being broadcast from pre8ent day economlCi social and of intelligence, which in the last
tion of government to the largest
achievements in this University I various stations within your area of polltlcai confusions. For ages we have analysis Is the possession of knowl
affairs and interests of men.
assume the development and qxercise audition. It may not seem particularly | lrIed varloug methods for reforming edge and a correct disposition toward
"New ideas find their way slowly of Intellectual curiosity as the pri dignified, but I fancy that most of us and curing distressing human ills. increasing information, classifying,
into closed minds. The most modern mary, if not the superlative, achieve ill confess that our curiosity is Three methods reviewed by Robinson
type of university has some difficulty ment of your collegiate career. If aroused when companions near at are ,.changlng the ruIe8 of the game „
in making itself understood. The this assumption is correct let us in hand engage in whispering. We won- ..preaching ^ ettlcacy 0f brotherly
newest type of university organiza quire as to the type of thinking, the der what it is being said. Of course, l0Te,» and improving education”. Of
tion and influence is something novel kind of thinking, in which your in if it is whispered gossip it will not course, each of these methods has
and intensely modern when In con tellectual curiosity expressed itself. stimulate our intellectual curiosity. great value. The primary difficulty is
trast with what has gone before. In Dr. James Harvey Robinson in “The Only idle curiosity is stimulated by that each bas been used largeIy witb
these new developments every lofty Mind in the Making” discusses at gossip. It is true, however, that idle
idea of improving the personal
ideal, every high purpose, and every some length reverie thinking, decision and futile curiosity merges sometimes welfare of individuals. They hare not
disinterested u n d e r t a k i n g which thinking, rationalized thinking and into intellectual curiosity. We remind
been employed with the earnest in
marked Bologna and Paris and Oxford creative thinking. He describes reverie ourselves of the experience of Galileo tention of ameliorating human affairs
in their earliest days is sacredly pre thinking as the “free association of who sat listlessly in the cathedral, and benefiting all members of society.
served and closely cherished. But the ideas”. This is a favorite kind of engaged probably in some simple rev Without dwelling upon the industrial
typical university of the twentieth thinking with all classes of society. erie, some idle curiosity, when his problems of technological unemploy
century is no longer of the monastic It is spontaneous. One's ideas are attention was aroused by the vibra ment, the aftermath of destructive
or secluded type. It is put where men allowed to take their own course tion of the chandeliers suspended at war, the colossal costs of crime, the
congregate and work and think and in harmony with the hopes, tears. different heights in the cathedral. He
insolvency of business and education,
a c t The newly developed uinversity , spontaneous desires, likes, dislikes noticed that the chandeliers with
we must frankly admit that our busi
immerses Itself in the life of its time \ ^ hateg apd re8entnientg enter. various lengths of support vibrated ness and educational leadership has
and aims always and everywhere to ^
„y the reyerle thinker Ina8. in the same time. He measured the
been inadequate. We have used twen
make its lofty ideals and its notable
m notMng ,n ^
wor]d ,g 80 vibration by feeling his pulse and ills
tieth-century inventions and scientific
achievements in science, in letters,
interesting to one as himself, it is intellectual curiosity led him to a research in industrial mass produc
and in the arts, available to the clear that reverie thinking will in mathematical study of this physical
tion and the social and economic
largest possible number of men, that dubitably circle about one's self. It phenomenon, and finally led to the
thinking of the middle ages in the
their lives may be uplifted and stim. is a form of self-intoxication and it development of the highly accurate human problems of consumption. The
ulated and guided. At no time was t h e |ig eggaged ,p freely by flapper and pendulum-clock and refutation-of the
separation today between natural
university a mere school, and now it philosopher alike. It Influences all old notion of falling bodies. Galileo’s
has become a scool only in form. speculations. Every person enjoys it studies, stimulated Newton to work
The twentieth-century university is
because he can magnify himself and out the laws of gravity. These are
Day-N ig h t
conscious of its place as a public
justify himself when he engages in examples of active intellectual curi
service institution in the field of
reverie thinking. It is probably the osity, of creative thinking. They illus
truth-seeking, truth-preserving and
1 p a s s e n g e r______________ 35c
chief preoccupation of most human trate the birth of the ideas, the elab
truth-distributing. If it dealt with
2 p a s s e n g e rs _____________ 50c
beings. It is the outstanding rival of oration of ideas and the "putting
8 passengers _____________ 75c
books and witb laboratories alone, it every other kind of thinking, but it over” of them so that they became a
4 passengers ___________ 61.00
would quickly be felt to be a remote adds nothing to our store of knowl part of man's social heritage.
thing, quite apart from the interests
edge. It is the type of thinking in
Another illustration of Intellectual
and activities of men. Beyond books
Stage* through the heart of
which the cult ot the idly curious curiosity expressing itself in creative Meialnger
the Bitter Root Valley and
and laboratories a university deals
excel.
thinking is found in the creative work
Taxi Service In the City
with human nature, with human prob
Reverie thinking is interrupted of Faraday. Ju st a century ago his
Missoula, Montana
lems, with human aspirations, and
sometimes by a second kind o t think intellectual curiosity about the effect
with human accomplishments. For it
ing known as decision thinking of placing a rotating copper disc be
no science is so pure, no knowledge Positive decisions are more difficult
tween the poles of a horseshoe
so remote, that it cannot and should and fatiguing than reverie thinking,
magnet initiated this great electrical
not be offered to men for their help
One frequently resents the demands age which has brought so many gift!
and their uplifting.
for decisions, particularly when he is and incidentally so many problems,—
"Public opinion, public understand fatigued and desires to go on in
an age that supplies a hundred
ing, public appreciation, public bet congenial reverie. It is manifest that mechanical slaves for every man
Let Us Supply Your Needs
terment are the aims of the present- the decisions to take an automobile woman and child in the United States
for that
day university which has from its or bus in the place of a train, to dine
very beginning made clear its place at 7 or 8 o'clock, to buy Telephone
FORMAL
or FIRESIDE
as one ot the fundamental factors of or American Power stock do not
For Expert Dry Cleaning
h u m a n Institutional organization necessarily add to knowledge. Deci
and
Pressing
Bowls
and
glasses
furnished free.
Destroy or suppress the truth sion thinking rarely stimulates in
seeking instinct, and civilization will tellectual curiosity.
perish in short order. Destroy or supRationalized Thinking
press the truth-teaching instinct, and
A third kind of thinking is ini
Dial 3163
the truth seekers will speedily become tiated when one’s beliefs and opinions 613 S. Higgins
a detached and esoteric group without are questioned. You may have formed
influence upon the mass of mankind opinions easily, but if any one ques
They would be admirable museum tions their worth and quality you
pieces, but quite useless as factors in resent the imputation. You are filled
the life of men."
with an Intensive passion for these
Measures of Education
opinions whether they are of any con
While we are appraising the uni sequence or not, and you do not
versity it is permissible to inquire propose to be robbed qf their compan
What are the measures of an educated ionship. The Ideas themselves may be
person and do our modem universities of little concern to you, bpt yog pro
supply such education. Five impres test when your self-esteem is threat
sive measures of education are: first, ened. Instinctively all of us stubbqrnly
the ability to pBe the mother tongue "defend our own from attack, whether
With accuracy and precision; second, it be our person, our family, qur prop
to possess and exhibit refined man erty, or our opinion”. Few of us really
ners which result from fixed habits of analyze the opinions which we enter
thought and action; third, the power tain. We may not entertain even idle
to reflect; fourth, the power to grow; curiosity in many of our qpiniqns, but
and fifth, the power to do. These five when they are questioned qur someasures are simply stated, but they called rationalizing reasoning ex
are exceedingly difficult to achieve. presses itself through arguments for
It Is assumed that the members of the continuing to believe aa we have
class of 1531 have achieved these five steadily believed in the past
No charge for picking it up at your residence.
characteristics of education and will
Mr. Honshaw Ward wrote a very
No charge for delivery at destination If you live wtthjn our delivery
limits.
discharge their responsibility to so- interesting book on “Thobbing” which
No charge for valuation up to 350.00.
piety effectively and well.
be insisted was an American disease.
We make a reasonable charge for rail transportation only which
We are taught In this scientific age He defined his new word ‘‘thobbing”
you may pay us at either end.
to think in terms qf cause and effect as "thinking without curiosity, holdPhone No. 2 5 4 7 or 2 5 4 6 and let us take the responsibility
If the fife measures of education Ing an opiqion because one likes it
of getting your trunk home.
specified are tq be regarded as effects and believing what is handy to betben we m ast search for the cause | Here". You will observe that the word

Head of Greater University Discusses “Intellectual Curiosity” at
Graduation Exercises in Men’s Gymnasium

die
of
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WHITE
WOVEN
SANDALS

$ 3 .9 5

Buster Brown
Shoe Store

Student Trunks

50c

TAXI

PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL

On this auspicious, this crowning
event of commencement week, may I
invite you to a careful appraisal of
your university achievements and a
critical self-examination relative to
the measurements of the educated
person. Above all may I challenge you
to use Increasingly your intellectual
curiosity. As you go forth into a world
that is new and adventurous you will
have Increasing satisfaction and suc
cess, it you use honestly and socially
the knowledge you now possess. You
will, I hope, extend your creative
thinking into social and governmental
relations which have been Ignored too
long by those who love reverie,
decision and rationalizing thinking
rather than the more laborious, heroic,
constructive, and creative thinking of
Intellectual curiosity.

For Good Steaks
and

Fresh Oysters

Schramm - Hebard
Meat Market
417 North Higgins
Phone 3191

Allan Burke, '31, Is a guest at the
Phi Delta Theta house.

COLUNG SHOE SHOPS
306 N. Higgins

LIPSTICK

935 S. Higgins

Reglaze Any Color Shoe
REPAIRING ft FINDINGS

Stop In!
MISSOULA SHOE SHINING
& HAT CLEANING PARLORS
Near the Wilma

Near Fenney’s

GRADUATION
—Gifts
—Cards
—Memory
Books

ENTRUST

YOUR

LIP S

YB RY

TO

ft's here now!.. .You ji»t can't
blame vs for being "out of Ybry" so
often I The young ladies about town
have to ba beautiful**”don't they?
Lipstick Ybry is permanent—and Oh I
so gentlemanly—* it never betrays I
Keeps lips soft and eternally young.
Scented with the "world's costliest
perfume/* Five shades — one for
every type.

McKAY

ART COMPANY
Dr. V. R. Jones
Dentist

Phone 5454

AMAZINGLY
LOW FOR
A FRENCH
CREATION

I

Lehsou Blk.

Open Evenings
Exclusive in
Missoula at

Student Appointments
Made Eliminating
Conflicts with Classes.

DONOHUE’S

(16 block limit)

DON’T WALK

Congratulations
Seniors!

CALL US

PUNCH

THE MISSOULA CLEANERS
AND DYERS

Graduation time marks the beginning of a new ex
istence for you. The time and money you have spent
in preparation for your life work is a good investment
and will serve as an advancement toward success.
But you cannot hope to succeed in a business way un
less you grasp the real meaning of THRIFT:
THRIFT Means Efficiency
THRIFT Means Economic Preparedness
THRIFT Means a Good Sense of Value
THRIFT Means Foresight
THRIFT Means Persistence

MAJESTIC CANDY &
BEVERAGE CO,

The Gas that starts.
The Gai that has power.
The Gas that pulls on high.
The Gas that is economical.

SHELL 400

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

START SAVING TODAY

Western Montana National
Bank

Why Not Use Railway Express Service

In Getting Your Trunk Home?

AFFILIATED WITH FIRST BANK STOCK CORPORATION

mill

Tuesday, June 9, 1931

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

University Teams Finish
Athletic Endeavors for
School Year Just Ended

Graduates Receive
University Degrees
(Continued from Page One)
Hurst, Catherine Nicholson, Ruth N.
Thorson.

School Graduates

Booklet Describes
University Courses

SPORT SPURTS

This is the last time of the schol
astic year that we will send out any High School Graduates and Parents
jabs for the Kaimtn. It has been a
Receive Publication
good year (optimistic) and we have
saved nothing for this issue except
“Your State University,” a booklet,
six pieces of copy paper. Nice little is being sent out by the registrar’s
sheets, small, white and ju st as blank office to all high school students, who
as the typist.
graduate this spring, and to their par
ents.
We saved a , wise crack for this
The booklet tells about the organi
issue, or thought we did, and then it zation of the University, entrance re
suddenly dawned that it had appeared quirements, the city of Missoula, and
In the last paper.
why the students should go to Mon
tana Institutions. Tuition to state stud
The Trojans made a point record ents is free and the necessary fees
in the N. C. A. A. championships at to be paid are listed in the booklet.
Chicago last week when they tallied Sample budgets are given to assist
77 1-7 points. This broke the former students and parents in preparing for
record held by Stanford of 72 points the freshman year at the University.
made in 1928. Western teams look Aid given those who have to work
rather good when in competition with their way through school Is also dis
eastern teams.
cussed and an outline of the courses
given by the various departments is
Who was it th at cracked, “They given. Instructions as ' > freshman
never come back?” Charlie Paddock, week and reservations
rooms, etc.,
one-time world's fastest human, broke are explained.
the 50-yard dash record the other day
when he broke the tape a t 4.5 sec
onds. This broke Joe Loomis’ record
established in 1916 at 5.2 seconds.

KAPPA GAMMA BREAKFAST

STEVENSON VISITS

Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained
in honor of its graduating seniors at
a breakfast in the Florence hotel
Monday morning at 11:30 o’clock. The
tables were decorated with spring
flowers.

Robert Stevenson of Great Falls was
a weekend guest at the Phi Sigma
Kappa house. Mr. Stevenson stopped
off in Missoula on his way home from
the Oregon State college, where he
attends school.

Bachelor of Arts in Business. Ad
ministration: George J. Allen, Donald
A. AnderBon, FloBsie Bruce, Fritz W.
Blake, Delbert D. Cooper, William W.
Crawford, P. Clifford Crump, Walter
B. Dean, Jr., Norman Drew, Hermit
Ekegren, John Evanko, Jr., Dorothy
BY FRED STEINER
M. Gerer, William K. Good, Montana
Snuggle into that over-stuffed chair, help yourself to a cigarette J. Grady, Mildred Gullidge, William
and make yourself confortable as we review die past year’s athletic Hilde, Bertha M. Holden, Howard L.
record. Do you like statistics? Yesterday 24 young men walked into Jenkins, E. Marvin Mork, J. .Daniel
the men’s gymnasium and packed off an equal number of diplomas. O’Connell, Robert E. Parmenter,
Charles W. Rathert, Harold Ruth,
Yes, Joe, there were other UniversityO
“
~
„ , ..
athletes who received sheepskins, but for the Grizzlies. The second night tte Gladys E. Sanders, Donald M. Stevteams slowed tin, the University wln- lingson, Edward J. Tadevick, Wallace
tliey are coming back next year tor
ning; 41-18.
H. Vennekolt, G. Wesley Walcott,
another try a t athletics.
Gonzaga Wins
Maurice J. Wedum, Thomas A. WheatYou're right, Bernard F. Oakes suc
At
Spokane
the
Bulldogs
evened
ley, Thelma M. Williams, Gus A.
ceeds Major Frank MUburn as head
coach of Montana football. He’s from the series with two victories, 33-28 Swanson.
----------’v r^n'& r--------and
42-18.
Murphy
and
his
teammates
Bachelor of Arts in Education: Wil
Nebraska. Used to coach the line there
after he was graduated from Illinois. were what the sport writers call "on.” liam O. Bough, Fred A. Dullenty, ArSomebody said the Gonzaga lads that min G. Jahr, Lucy K. Lynch, Mack
In Coast Conference
Remember last fall the University night could have put the basketball Monaco, Earl F. Rothrock.
Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
finished ahead of California, Idaho in a five-pound pail if they wished.
Montana State college retained George C. Adams, Marvin L. Bidstrup,
and U. C. L. A. In the Pacific Coast
their
state
basketball
title
in
the
final
Lewis R. Cobb, Albert Erickson, Ver
conference. Clyde Carpenter, that rac
ing halfback, who scored the tying University games on the Missoula non Haugland, Robert C. Hendon,
Monte Robertson, frosh sprinter,
touchdown against Washington the Court. The first night the score stood Douglas W. Hutchinson, Blanche Cop- high jumper and broad jumper, was
p r. J. W. Severy, head of the De
year before, started the University in 35-24, Montana State staved off a po Joyce, John H. Kamps, Henrietta awarded the Stewart cup for the best partment of Botany, who has been on
last
minute
Grizzly
rally,
and
the
fast
A.
Lacasse,
Hildegarde
Mertz,
Mary
the right direction when he ran 60
showing made by any freshman on sabbatical leave this year, has re
yards in the last quarter against the struggle of fleet young men ended J. Pardee, Clarence J. Powell, Melville the track and field team. Several ceived his Ph.D. degree in botany at
33-31.
M. Rawn, Iva C. Stevens, Lawrence times he has beaten the Varsity in the University of Wisconsin at Madi
Anodes.
Five men finished their athletic ca W. Swanson, Madison S. Turney, CathThen the next week the Hilltoppers
the century, and should make a cap son, Wisconsin.
from Mount S t Charles were held to reers in basketball. They are Billy ryn Ulmer, Richard F. West and Mary able runner in the next couple of
After the final completion of his
Rohiffs,
captain; Johnny Lewis, Don A. Wilson.
two first downs while the University
work at the University of Wisconsin,
years.
Stocking,
Jack
Doherty
and
Frank
Bachelor of Law: George J. Allen,
was busy shoving and heaving the ball
Dr. Severy plans to go to St. Louis,
Robert H. Allen, Thomas Bonner,
around for a 52-point score. The Hus Thrailkill.
The Italians, rapidly gaining a repu Missouri, for a part of the summer.
Track Season
Charles E. Grandey, Clifford W. Grib- tation for poor sportsmanship, put on
kies from Seattle overpowered the
Dr. C. W. Waters has been acting
The track season began as a rhap ble, Claude Arthur Johnson, Alvin C. another display a t Madison Square head of the Department of Botany
Copper, Silver and Gold the next week,
sody
in
blues.
Poor
weather,
an
epi
Johnston,
Leo
J.
Kottas,
Anton
K.
.27-0.
Garden last week. According to sports- during Dr. Severy's absence.
demic of flu and a wind-swept track Moe, Marshall H, Murray, James H. writers, Rodriguez, one of Sunny
Bobcat Game
Of course, you saw the Bobcat game, furnished the basis for the symphony. Morrow, Jr., Otis D. Shead, Russell Italy’s lads, was plainly licked. But
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers.
Gonzaga cancelled the triangular E. Smith, Donald J. Stocking, Wesley he and his trainer put on the howl a c t
Joe. The first play of the game was
unfortunate for Montana State. The meet between them. Whitman and the W. Wertz.
Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
opening kickoff landed In Carpenter’s University, scheduled for May 9.
Mussolini should look into i t He
MEET ME AT
The season saw three Montana William J. Brown, Raymond F. Cal might overlook the fact th at Debanls
willing arms and he promptly carried
the thing back 40 yards. Why the state intercollegiate track and field kins, Sture Carlson, Willard Center- apparently outpointed Dellorto in the
score was 13-0 at the half! In the last records broken. Bob Nelson, Babe wall, Joseph O. Grove, Charles A. next bo u t the decision went to the
quarter McFarland of the Blue and Ruth and Snick Lockwood are the Joy, Thomas Lommasson, Archie A. Italian, Dellorto.
Where All the Gang Goes
Gold caught a pass for six points, and athletes who now hold the records in Murchie, Eugene A. Oren, Charles M.
the high ump, broad jump and javelin. Rector, Jacob J. Sadosuk, Howard H.
the game ended 13-6.
A Chicago paper gave the story this
The day after Interscholastic Track Smith, David N. Tucker, Carl S. headline: Italy Wins in a Squawk.
Who was it said, •’With the gTace
of God and the aid of a fast back- Meet, the University outdistanced the Walker.
the Campus
field?” What ever it was Washington other five schools with a total of
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy:
As we get ready to plunge Into the
State college won the conference foot 86 1-3 points. Montana State college William E. Boston, Jr., Julia Bourke oblivion of final exams, the Athletics
ball championship. They plowed down received 39 for second.
(Sister M. Wilhemina), Jack Doherty, lead the American league with 33 won
Lockwood threw the javelin high Francis R. Golob, Archie L. Grover, and 11 lo st and the S t Louis Car The
the field for a 61-0 score against the
University. The Cougars later lost to into the mist and it dropped 186 feet George J. Grover, Jr., William W. Mor- dinals are on top in the other league
’Bama for the Tournament of Roses 11 inches from port, breaking Heik- relles, James B. Prendergast, Muriel with 29 won and 13 lo st We have a
kila’s state record established two A. Stoner, Loren Thomas, Rex Whit hunch they will finish that way, with
football title.
At the end of the first half in the years before. Watson showed the field aker.
the American league team the world's
'California game the score stood 6-0, the possibilities of running in the mud
Pharmaceutical Chemist: William title holder.
favoring the Bears. It must have been when he splashed for a first in both E. Boston, Jr., James L. Burcham,
partly the old, old story—heat—in the the mile and two-mile races.
Dee H. Byrd, Jack Doherty, Ida M.
The national interscholastic track
But the next week! Idaho swept out Fredrickson, Francis B. Golob, Flor and field meet will be held in Chicago
last half, nevertheless the score board
showed 40 more points for the Bears of Moscow fully Intent upon running ence L. Jarusst, James B. Prender Friday and Saturday. Feden, Custer
the Grizzly back to his den. Thompson, gast, Lorraine L. Rowe, Warren G.
when the game ended.
county sprinter who established a new
The team rested the next week. a miler, and Heath, two-miler, were St. John, Vera M. Smith, Loren L. record here last month, will compete
expected to win those two races, but Thomas.
Have another cigarette?
at Chicago.
Watson, then making his second ap
Master’s
Dailey Stars
Those who received master’s deWith two fullbacks out, Lowell pearance on a track as a representa
The University was again refused a
Dailey, substitute tackle, was given tive of the University, using a smooth, | grees a re : biology, Murvllle Har- chance to compete in the Pacific Coast
the fullback position. He apparently liquid style, flowed over the finish baugh; education, Ida M. South wick, conference basketball race. Montana
appreciated that if the way he line ahead of both of them to win 10 George L. Turcott; English, Irene had to be content with two games with
smashed the Gonzaga line is allowed pointB. It was in this meet th at Bob Berg; French, Mildred F. Ammer; the University of Washington at Seat
as proof. Dick Fox, that ambidextrous Nelson broke his own state intercol German, Dorothy Mueller; journalism, tle.
passer, kept the opposing backs legiate high jump record, setting it at Inez Morehouse Abbott.
m lld n eee, treahneaa,
spread out as Augle Vidro pulled the 6 feet 1% Inches. Babe Ruth leaped 22
natural m oisture
No reason was given for the ex
ball out of the air and Tommy Moore feet •6% inches for the second, and
clusion. But for the past two years
raced off the ends tor long gains. As Lockwood raised the spear record to
the
rather
feeble
excuse
of
"too
far
everyone was leaving Dornblaser 190 feet 9 inches. The University lost
to travel” was passed o u t
field, McKenna, shifty Bulldog half the meet 71-60.
At the Northern division of the Pa
back, caught the final kickoff and
Billie Kester of Helena is visiting
At the conclusion of the six weeks
snaked his way through the entire cific Coast conference meet, the Uni
field for a touchdown. The final score versity won nine points. Nelson placed summer session offered in the De> at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
first in the high jump, Watson scored partment of Home Economics, Helen
was 17-15.
If cold weather satisfies the football two points in the two-mile run, Lock- Gleason, head of the department, plans
player, then the chilly atmosphere at wood took a fourth In the javelin and to spend the remainder of the sum
the Idaho game should have pleased Ruth received one point for his efforts mer at her cabin on Holland lake,
about 85 miles from Missoula in the
the most particular contestant. Dailey, in the broad jump.
The track squad lost 10 point win Swan river country. Besides vaca
the Montana backfield juggernaut,
roared through center for the first I ners, including the two oaptalns, Ar tioning, she is going to work on sev
touchdown. A little later, Waldo Eke- chie Grover and Emile Perey. The eral projects in connection with
gren shot towards center, then chang others, who also were graduated yes various clothing problems.
Anne Platt, instructor in the De
ing his mind when he found the way terday are: Don Stevllngson, George
blocked, twisted through tackle for Grover, Bob Parmenter, Leonard partment of Home Economics, is go
ing
to spend the summer months at
Schultz,
Hugh
Lemire,
Bob
Nelson
and
another. The game ended 12-6.
•
her home in Seattle, Wasington.
Waldo Ekegren was named captain’ Babe Ruth.
What about next year? Let’s wait
for the season. He with nine others
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bidstrop and
—Tom Moore, Emile Perey, Clyde until it rolls around. Have a lozenge?
Carpenter, Ted Rule, Joe Grove, Clar
family of Dillon came to Missoula for
the graduation exercises.
ence Muhlick, Kermlt Ekegren, Frank
Spenser and Ray Lyons—were gradu
ated yesterday.
Basketball
What about basketball? The Univer
sity won nine of 14 games played on Men’s Pharmaceutical Fraternity Is
j
the regular schedule. The Grizzlies
Headed by Bex Whitaker
l
started on their barnstorming trip
1
with but four days practice. They Kappa Psi, men's national pharmacy
played some of the strongest teams fraternity, is a professional Greek
I
In the west, won one and lost several letter organization instituted locally
by one and two-point margins.
in 1920. It was admitted to member
The University easily defeated the ship as the Gamma Eta chapter of
Montana School of Mines, 40-21 and Kappa Psi, the national praymaceutl— to all our student friends. We will look forward
47-17, to open the regular Beason. cal organization.
to seeing you in the fall and renewing our many
Gonzaga fell next 33-27 and 38-22.
Students attaining a degree of dis
pleasant acquaintanceships. And remember— if there
That was a rough game.
tinction in the School of Pharmacy
I
The University and college split may be pledged to membership in
is anything you need for your vacation you will find
j
two games at Bozeman, 42-34 and 31- Kappa Psi a t the invitation of active
it here.
|
29. They say the yelling at both of members of the fraternity.
those games almost lifted the roof
(rafters and all) off the walls. Be Esther Kett, ftutte; Mr. Peters and
i!
fore the team returned to Missoula daughter, Billings; Mrs. Simpson,
they stopped at Butte to defeat the Billings; Alice Knoll, Billings, and
Orediggers tor the third and fourth Mrs. Mae of Tabscoe were in Missoula
times, 47-27 and 49-18.
Monday to attend the graduation ex
“The House of Service”
Mount St. Charles put up a great ercises.
• -•
t
game but could not get into certain
scoring territory on the University
Harriet McPherson, '30, is a guest
floor and scored but 26 points to 69 at the Delta Gamma house.
©1931, B. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company, Viniton-Salem, N. C.

Summary of Football, Basketball and Track Accomplishments for Year
Is Given; Placings of Montana in Coast Conference
Races Are Also Included

F a r ew ell

TO M O N T A N A S T U D E N T S

J. Severy Receives
Wisconsin Degree

A Happy Vacation—
and May We See You
A ll Back Next Fall

KELLYS

The

Associated Students’ Store

N ext Fall

Remember—
S a n d w ich Shop

On

C a M EIS can go JB>days
without water

I f you are a regular Camel
smoker you already have no
ticed a big improvement in
your favorite cigarette.
If you’re not a Camel smoker
we ask you to switch to this
brand for just one day, then
leave them if you can.
Thanks to the new Humidor
Pack even a rancher on the
Great American Desert can no w
revel in the fragrant luxury of
expertly blended choicest Turk
ish and Domestic tobaccos in
fresh mild condition.
As fast as they come out of
the cigarette making machine,

Gleason and Platt
Plan Summer Trips

Kappa Psi Has Been
Organized Ten Years

PLEASANT
VACATION

Missoula Drug Company

1

i

Camels now are wrapped in
moisture-proof Cellophane and
air-sealed.
That means they retain their
and
until they
come to you.
It is peppery dust and parcheddry tobacco that are harsh and
unkind to a smoker’s throat.
If you want the proof of that,
try Camels in the new Humidor
Pack today, and switch back
tomorrow, if you can. •

C amels

